
WE ACT. Within the last 
month the heart of the climART 
project came to life. 100 students 
from  four different countries in 
the EU developed a theatre play on 
climate change. The students started 
their work after a big virtual meeting 
in 2021 with all the participants. The 
students got the chance to get to 
know each other and to present 
their own school and city.  Through 
this, the international cooperation 
became more visible to the students 
and they realised that they are part 
of a big international group that 
fights climate change.     
    
PREMIERE. In front of friends, 
families and school staff the students 
presented their theatre play. The 
audience has been confronted with 
the view of a generation, that grew 
into the climate change without 
being responsible for it. The students 
processed their feelings towards 
that overwhelming task to stop 
and live with the consequences of 
climate change. They grew up with a 
lifestyle that is quite the opposite of 
sustainable and farsighted, so they 
need to find new ways of living.  
     
Feelings of fear, boredom, anger 
or guilt surround them, but also 
empowerment and the outlook on 
a better future they can build for 
themselves.     
     
    

MULTIPLIER EVENTS  During 
the project period the teachers 
organised multiplier events to share 
the goals and results of the project 
with other schools and teachers. The 
idea of laboratories, that combine 
artistic and scientific approaches, 
is introduced and is hopefully even 
adopted.    
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
    
    
    
    
  LTTA 2  - Learning, 
Teaching, Training Activities   
In March the project members 
planned this journey all together 
in Spain.  Meeting in person is 
crucial for the project.   
 The personal bonding 
supports collaboration and effective 
development of plans and content. 
Furthermore we got to know the  
Spanish school and the area, where 
some of the students live, which  
makes it easier to connect with the 
students later on in Brussels.  
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CLIMART
INNOVATIVE METHODOLOGIES 
FOR LEARNING CLIMATE CHANGE 
THROUGH ART AND THEATRE

     
IO5: Thematic laborato-
ries for theatrical per-
formances        
     
Each participating school worked in-
tensely on their very own theatre play 
on climate change. The students and 
teachers developed confidence and 
knowledge on the topic and are very 
proud to present their plays to friends 
and famiies.     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
Student group of the Italian school 
Liceo Statale Vittorio Emanuele II



Trip to Brussels with 100 students   After a long perseverance 
we are finally able to travel to Brussels. This journey is the final event of the 
project and allows the project partners to meet in person and to visit the place 
of the EU parliament - the place of important political decisions regarding 
climate change. The students are very excited to meet each other and to 
travel again after such a long time of covid restrictions. They do not only 
get the chance to meet students of their own age from different countries, 
but also present their theatre plays in a theatre in Brussels. The magic of a 
theatre stage will unite them and make them proud and confident about their 
achievements.          
  1st day   > full day with theatrical acitivities (IO 3)  
     > developing a flash mob against climate change 
  2nd day  > theatrical performances of each school   
     > Q&A (question and answer) and feedback round  
  3rd day   > Workshop with professional performers   
     > Feedback on the project    
During their stay in Brussels the participants can benefit of the IO 3,  that 
collects theatrical activities for students in order to bring them into a space of 
creativity and enable them to work together on a flash mob. In a group they 
gain confidence to perform the flash mob in a public place in Brussels in order 
to draw attention to the topic of climate change.      
          
          
          
          
          
    

Visit us on instagram, facebook and on our project website to follow along 
the final trip to Brussels and find facts on the project goals and how to 
implement the work in schools or other youth facilities.

With climate-friendly greetings
Eurocube (Italy)
Cresol (Spain)
Instituto De Educación Secundaria Botànic Cavanilles (Spain)
Youth Club of municipality of Stara Pazova (Serbia)
SSŠ “Milos Crnjanski” (Serbia)
Liceo Statale Vittorio Emanuele II (Italy)
Sophie Brahe Community School (Germany)

E-MAIL
climart@eurocubesrl.eu

HOMEPAGE
http://www.climartproject.eu/

FACEBOOK 
https://web.facebook.com/
ClimArt-101444421458856/

INSTAGRAM                                      
https://www.instagram.com/
climart.erasmus/

                                                      
Contact

Students from Liceo VM (Italy)


